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Hamlet Reinvents Himself

William Walsh¹

Abstract

We see the early modern as an open carry society. Hamlet’s success in the swordplay at the end is usually seen as his triumph, fulfilling his father’s injunction at last. The 2013 RSC production of Hamlet projected ambiguity, which I share. The most intriguing angle was Hamlet’s costume. Jonathon Slinger very quickly donned half of a fencing jacket; but the straps of the jacket dangled, strongly suggesting a straight jacket. Half mad, half resolute, Hamlet is driven through much of the play until, I will argue, he reinvents himself as a mad version of divine providence. The providential idea is deeply rooted in the duel ethos, as drawn by Vincentio Saviolo, in Saviolo His Practice. I propose that Hamlet substitutes his will for God’s, claiming the agency of Providence as he strikes down those who beset him. Hamlet’s complacent fatalism is self-constructed as he enacts the Providence he claims to trust. Hamlet’s moral thoughtfulness becomes his downfall, creating the desperation that is his fall from greatness. [164]

The sixteenth century was the golden age of arms.
J. D. Aylward, The English Master of Arms
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries tempers were short and weapons to hand. The behavior of the property classes, like that of the poor, was characterized by the ferocity and childishness and lack of self control of the Homeric age...
Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy: 1558-1641

The 2013 RSC production of Hamlet projected ambiguity about male violence in the last half of the play. Under the direction of David Farr, Jonathan Slinger gave one of the edgiest performances I have seen. Slinger alternated between raving and giggles and firm self-assertion, between violence as troubling and as resolution. The most intriguing angle was Hamlet’s costume. He very quickly donned half of a fencing jacket, foreshadowing the final duel with Laertes as well as his need to destroy Claudius; at the same time the straps of the jacket dangled, strongly suggesting a straight jacket. Half mad, half resolute, Hamlet is driven through much of the play until, I will argue, he reinvents himself as a mad version of divine providence exacting revenge—in the duel. I wish to discredit the random duel, especially as providential, and with it Hamlet’s violence.

Fraught with baggage, the honor duel is all that remains of the chivalric military role and comes to bear the weight of maleness itself. Aldo Scaglione traces the evolution of the knight into the early modern courtier beginning in Italy and spreading through Western Europe; in early modernism chivalry becomes courtesy, shrinking the military role to personal combat: “Thus, around the middle of the sixteenth century the new sociopolitical situation forced a major shift in the self-image of the nobleman/gentleman.
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The ideals of courtliness and chivalry underwent a momentous reduction that centered the new idea of nobility on personal ‘honor,’ with an accent on the duel as the definitive test of truth and merit. . . . [resulting in] the key principle that honor supercedes all other values, including loyalty to the prince and the laws of the country.” The knightly heritage “was adapted to a theatrical show of Castiglionesque gracefulness as the foundation of a new nobility, whose chief function was to serve the prince in his public display of splendor.” The age romanticizes confrontation itself as personal integrity in the face of opposition from church and state; it is about the individual’s honor and its defense, a still powerful cultural myth of self-assertion. As today, there is a certain theatricality to confrontation, a self-conscious maleness expressed as power.iii

The duel is not Hamlet’s first choice. Opportunities for the chivalric challenge appear for Hamlet, but he ignores them. He distrusts violence and pursues moral autonomy independent of the formal duel. Only at the end does he embrace the sword as resolution; action becomes manly and inaction dishonorable. The failure to challenge indicates his rejection of traditional male values, but his own autonomous moral responsibility (“Whether ‘tis nobler” [3.1.56])iv will fail him as well. In a complex state of mind, Hamlet finds serenity in a conventional attitude about the duel, that its outcome manifests God’s justice. I propose that Hamlet substitutes his will for God’s, claiming the agency of Providence as he strikes down those who beset him. Hamlet’s security and fatalism have been embraced by critics, but I find them tragic. Hamlet’s complacent fatalism is self-constructed as he enacts the Providence he claims to trust.

Condemned by both church and state (Laertes’ “both the worlds I give to negligence” [4.5.135]), the honor duel nonetheless rose in popularity in England in the later sixteenth century, coinciding with the advent of the rapier (and usually dagger) replacing the broadsword and buckler. The lightweight rapier was a thrusting weapon and, as it turns out, much more lethal than the sword: “The art of fencing . . . was a skill devised solely for the efficient killing of a man in a private quarrel,” and one asset of the rapier was that it was a portable weapon that could be worn at all times. It was an open carry society. Might society have been ambivalent?

Early modern culture did seek to control male violence and the duel for both moral and political reasons. The ethical issues for the church involve taking life, usurping God’s prerogatives of life and death. Politically, Lawrence Stone places the duel in the context of the Tudor drive to centralize power and monopolize violence for the early modern state. The private violence of the duel was most difficult for the state to contain: “The traditional ambition of the propertied classes to demonstrate their personal courage and to avenge any disparagement of their virtue or their honour was given an outlet which at last affected no one but themselves.”v Stone is dismissive of such manliness, but the age saw significant bloodshed and eventually James I made serious efforts to contain the practice.vi Jennifer Low focuses on the masculinity issue. She argues that the honor duel was the touchstone of aristocratic masculinity and class a crucial marker for it. Low too places the duel in the context of early modern humanistic self-fashioning. The early modern duel sanctions ritual violence as a quest for “honor.” The duel could be fought for apparently trivial causes because it is the aristocracy defining itself—as male: The duel “embodied a masculine code that shored up the faltering sense of masculinity among young male aristocrats and members of the gentry.” Low emphasizes the sense of individual heroism the duel represented for the aristocrat.viii

Despite social and religious disapproval, we suppose that it was widely accepted in early modern times that personal honor may require personal action. Dueling was a daily reality for the Elizabethans. In the 1590s such English actors and playwrights as Christopher Marlowe, Ben Jonson, Gabriel Spenser, John Day, and Henry Porter were involved in life-and-death duels that incurred a variety of legal penalties. Londoners enjoyed non-lethal prize-playings or fencing “performances,” especially in theaters and inns in the districts outside the city limits and its regulations. But bloody swordplay was also a common occurrence in London as in most of Western Europe in the sixteenth century. Considered the “golden age of arms,” this century “became the ‘most quarrelsome’ in history.” Aylward observes that in 1586 Holinshed remarked that one rarely saw any Englishmen “‘above eighteen or twenty years old’” without arms; men wore at least a dagger, and the nobility also carried swords or rapiers. Turner and Soper speculate that England, especially after 1603, probably resembled France with regard to mortality rates from duels; in France between 1590 and 1610, despite the illegality of dueling there, “one-third of the nobility—around 4000 men—were killed in private combats.”ix

The youthful male aristocrat was easily slighted and responded to real or imagined offense with the challenge to combat. Fencing schools, lessons, books, and demonstrations become commonplace, often in theater settings, sometimes in other designated places in the city of London.x
But I question whether all of these encounters were duels or wanton violence. In the examples above, commonly cited as evidence that the duel was everywhere and more or less acceptable in the age, the idea of honor duel seems far-fetched. It is certainly true that "Although dueling is primarily a gentle phenomenon (ironically), the easy intercourse between gentlemen and other types in London disseminated once-exclusive cultural practices." But are these duels? The last four men mentioned were pairs who fought each other (Spencer and Porter dying)—and the Ben Jonson event was a brawl. In his biography of Jonson, David Riggs makes the essential point: "But the idea of a 'duel' between a bricklayer and an actor, neither of whom was entitled to bear arms, is a contradiction in terms." Jonson escaped the death penalty only by pleading the benefit of clergy. At that the court confiscated his property and had his thumb branded with a T for Tyburn where he would have been hanged (so that he might not make the plea a second time).

Park Honan, Marlowe's biographer, agrees that "Dueling on the city's outskirts had become fashionable . . . . It was, of course, a violent age—a playgoer was run through for disputing a theater's gate fee. Tempers flared quickly and a scholar such as Sir William Sidney, aged 15, knifed his own schoolmaster. Ben Jonson killed Gabriel Spencer and is said to have put out a boy's right eye. Moreover, prearranged duels were popular among well-heeled males, who sometimes died to prove how far they were from being ruffians. Fighting was a badge of gentility, a proof of courage, virtù, and the passionate heart; and there were locales for duels." In one such locale, Marlowe met one William Bradley to fight apparently over a complex debt/loyalty friends situation. Thomas Watson, the friend, then appears and asks Marlowe if he might step in and take over. It is Watson who kills Bradley, but in the end both Watson and Marlowe wait to be arrested for murder. Both men are eventually exonerated from guilt in the affair, but Marlowe is heavily fined and Watson needs a royal pardon.

It is hard to tell "honorable" dueling from brawling. Honan undercuts some of this violent inclination of the age with the irony of men fighting not to be thought ruffians; he adds "that dueling had become a matter of show, a figment of make-believe; the comic actor Tarleton had been a master of fence [an official title]." Some of this ritual combat is heroic theater, enacting the age's patriarchal values: manliness, honor, justice. Just about any male could play the game, apparently, whatever the rules about formal honor of place. In effect the duel can become cultural coin to excuse and justify violence for personal purpose. The duel's manliness was pervasive, but hardly wholly honorable.

Approval of male violence is not automatic in the theater. Scholars agree that Shakespeare and his fellow playwrights typically mock the duel, perhaps because aristocratic honor is foreign to them. The playwrights are often skeptical about the idea of aristocratic masculinity that underlies the duel. Morsberger believes that "few formal duels were presented on stage doubtless because of the opposition that the authorities raised to dueling . . . ." For him Shakespeare consistently ridiculed the formal duel of honor, most particularly in The Merry Wives of Windsor, Twelfth Night, and As You Like It. Holmer shows the tragic potential of male violence in Romeo and Juliet as well as the comic version in Love's Labour's Lost. Morsberger agrees that in Romeo and Juliet "hot-headed swordplay precipitates the tragedy." The comedies satirize the male folly of such violence. In A Midsummer Night's Dream for example, Demetrius and Lysander arrange to duel to win Helena. That Helena might be a person in her own right does not seem to penetrate their consciousness; she is certainly not prepared to embrace the winner. The duels are humorous for their foolish maleness, and the tragic potential seems to be part of the joke: Are you men stupid?

Shakespeare allows us to be skeptical of any specific "duel": "It is therefore necessary to differentiate between the impromptu fight and the formal prearranged duel to which both parties consented. The duel had rules, ethics, and science of which one must have some knowledge to understand those elements of the Elizabethan drama which pertain to it." I will return to the honor/ethics issue, but I want to do it in considering Hamlet and a Renaissance text on duels.

For dueling orthodoxy, I turn to the period. Only three manuals on fencing/dueling in English from the end of 16th century are extant, the most important of which is Vincentio Saviolo his Practic, published in 1595. Joan O'zark Holmer makes a convincing case for Shakespeare's use of Saviolo for Romeo and Juliet both for its fencing rhetoric and Shakespeare's "careful articulation of the ethic informing the truly honorable duello [Saviolo's word]."
Holmer uses Saviolo as a moral compass for the behavior of Tybalt, Mercutio, and Romeo to highlight the tragic cycle of male violence excused by the participants as defending their honor. Saviolo himself calls this rationalization a “vulgare opinion” and does not support such action. The text’s modern editor, James L. Jackson, informs us that “The Saviolo volume is in two parts, the first a valuable manual on fencing with the rapier and the rapier-and-dagger; the latter half of his volume, ‘Of Honor and Honorable Quarrels,’ is a translation of an older, standard Italian volume on the duello.” Today the second book might have been called Rules for Duels. It is not about technique (as are the other texts) but rather the ethos of honorable combat. It opens with a lengthy section on the chivalric challenge, my watershed issue for Hamlet.

The simple part is the overt ritual. One is obligated to charge the accused with a specific offense. One knight accuses another of an offense. The accused replies, “Thou liest,” and the game is on. This phrase is called “giving the lie” (Touchstone has fun with the lie in AYLI 5.4 for which this book is cited as an analogue in the Riverside edition). It is technically the lie accusation that the first party now challenges (and thus becomes the official challenger). The defender has the choice of arms and time of combat.

Twice Hamlet finds himself in challenge situations, but the challenge ethos seems completely irrelevant to him in the middle of the play. And it is this irrelevance that offers some insight into the moments. In 3.3, the prayer scene, Hamlet does not even consider the formal challenge. Then in 3.4, the closet scene, Hamlet is all draw and thrust, killing Polonius without confronting him. There is actually an idealistic view of the duel in Saviolo, perfectly consistent with early modern Christian values and it is suggestive for Hamlet. It is the lie accusation that the first party now challenges (and thus becomes the official challenger). The defender has the choice of arms and time of combat.

Violence for personal revenge is simply wrong, whatever the vulgar, like Laertes, might think. Still, it is not the violence that is wrong, but the motive, though for Saviolo violence is always a last resort. Personal honor is subordinate, by its very purpose, to the upholding the Christian social order. The knight: “will doe anything rather then take weapons in injustice: . . . he will not be brought to take weapons but for a just and lawfull occasion: and in summe, [in an unjust cause, not to fight] is the testimonie of sinceritie and true faithfulness . . . heewho like a man governing himselfe by reason like a Knight, taketh justice for his guide, and like a Christian observeth the true law. . . . but that the choosing rather to fight wrongfully, then satisfie by reason, is judged beastlynes of every man of understanding.” The true chivalric knight is deeply devoted to Christian justice and maintaining social order. These assertions are repeated endlessly in the volume: reason must guide action; honor is subsumed into justice which is the only legitimate goal of knightly action; providence will guide the outcome; the duello is a legal process of justice sought only when civil redress is unavailable. There is nothing here to prevent Hamlet from taking action, and several scholars justify Hamlet’s revenge on the basis of achieving public good (see below).

Motive, however, is a complex issue for Hamlet. Just as for Hamlet himself, no value is more important to Saviolo than reason. In a dozen places he emphasizes that the gentleman is a man of reason and that the duello is not about the honor of chivalry but only for the sifting out of truth. The problem here is that emotion may taint one’s chivalric motives—to the extent of losing a just confrontation: “They that maintaine any quarrell, use most commonly to undertake the combate with such intent, that howbeit the cause of their quarrell be just, yet they combate not justly, that is, in respect onley of justice and equitie, but either for hatred, or for desire of revenge, or for some other particular affection: whence it commeth to passe, that many howbeit they have the right on their sides, yet come to be overthrowen: For that God whose eyes are fixed even on the most secret and inner thoughts of our harts, and ever punisheth the evil intent of men, both in just and unjust causes, reserveth his just chastisements against all offenders, untill such times as his incomprehensible judgementfindeth to be most fit and serving to his purpose.” And again: “Wherfore, no man ought to presume to punish another, by the confidence and trust which heereposeth in his owenavour; but in judgement and triall of armes, everyone ought to present himselfe before the sight of God, as an instrument which his eternalmajestie hath to woorke with, in the execution of justice, and demonstration of his judgement.”

The truth for Saviolo is that personal honor is secondary to the pursuit of justice; one must be the instrument of God’s justice. It is a role Hamlet embraces—perhaps too presumptuously, for it dissipates the need for personal moral responsibility, the loss of which is the root of Hamlet’s tragedy for me.
While the duello is everywhere debased in practice as a test of courage and manhood, for Saviolo it is an effort to support the divine will with justice when the civil authorities are unable to do so. Being told “Thou Liest” does not mean that the duel is one’s only choice: “we do not say therefore that is to be understoode, that presently for the lye a man should runne to his weapon: for the triall of the swordre being doubtful, and the civilecertaine, the civile is that way by which every man of reckoning and reputation ought to justifiehimselfe . . . . But I see amongst Gentlemen to be noted such an abuse that they thinke themselves to have committed villainye, to attempt any other meanes than by the sworde: . . . thecivileprofe is the profe of reason, & fighting but the profe of force: . . . they would wel consider that it is no lesse a parte of a Cavalier to know, to put up well his swordre, then well to drawe it out.” Hamlet puts up his sword in the prayer scene; we shall examine his reasoning.

In two of the three passages above Saviolo warns the cavalier not to rely overmuch on providence: “for the triall of the swordre [is] doubtful, and the civilecertaine.” Nonetheless one must place himself in God’s hands: “Wherfore, no man ought to presume to punish another, by the confidence and trust which heereposeth in his owneavour; but in judgement and triall of armes, everyone ought to present himselfe before the sight of God, as an instrument which his eternallmajestie hath to worke with, in the execution of justice, and demonstration of his judgement.” That Hamlet does so place himself is widely recognized. In Act 5, he returns to Elsinore, identifying himself completely as an instrument of God’s justice; as Frank Kermode puts it: “Yet on his return, as everybody notices, his mood is different . . . . What Hamlet has discovered is simply that ‘there’s a divinity that shapes our ends, / Rough hew them how we will’ (V.ii.10-11). He does not have to decide whether or not to be a scourge,” alluding to Hamlet’s speech after killing Polonius. He does not have to decide whether to be God’s instrument because, having killed Polonius, he just must be; “Hamlet does it not” (5.2.236), he explains to Laertes later. Hamlet is far more self-assured about this role than Saviolo, who warns of presumption. For me the instrumental role is of a piece with the acceptance of the sword as resolution. Both attitudes abandon personal moral responsibility and introspection in favor of violence. This seems to be the import of the “How all occasions” soliloquy where Hamlet turns from introspection to external models of behavior, based on honor. The values turn from personal to social, as Hamlet seeks to emulate Fortinbrass, whom I assume to be making his case to succeed his uncle in Norway (4.4.32-66).

My case is that what Hamlet gets from the culture in general and the duel tradition in particular is belief in his providential role. Ideally the duel is the active pursuit of God’s justice, but even here there is risk that one’s efforts may be unworthy, as Saviolo suggests above in the failure of a just cause tainted by personal emotion. Emotion runs deep in Hamlet and influences whatever abstract sense of justice he might envision. In appropriating the providential justification for his behavior, Hamlet is, I believe, playing God. It is not that providence constructs Hamlet but Hamlet providence: As I will, God wills. By claiming to be in God’s hands, Hamlet can abdicate moral responsibility. It is just this failure that the state emphasizes: “When passion leads the line, we may deserve every particular man almost to take upon himself to be a god, and the judge, and a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doth evil” (my emphasis). . . . Who is in any sort offended and crossed, that seeketh not revenge? . . . Beloved, what high presumption is it and boldness, that for every slight affront and idle word the king must have a subject, or two, ravished from him? . . . [God appoints kings so that] every man might not be the judge and revenger of his own grief, and that wrath and passion might not take the place of law.” It is to prevent such presumption that Saviolo undertakes his treatise: Men do not control what “by the eye of reason hee might finde controllable and blameworthie in his disordered affections . . . . But sithence it is a thing common in experience, and usually seene, that through want of government in some persons (who giving themselves to the ful current of their disposition) matters are carried in a contrarie course: it is necessarie that something be written of this action, even as muche as shall bee consonant to reason and judgemente.”

State control of violence is just to prevent individuals playing God. The danger of violence is the presumption of divine prerogative. The prayer scene, 3.3, is curious because Shakespeare deliberately breaks the line of action from Hamlet’s readiness for “hot blood” (3.2.390) to the stabbing of Polonius (3.4). I believe the scene reinforces Hamlet’s noble character in the moment he begins to diminish it. As reflected in Laertes, Hamlet passes through deep grief to moral blindness, violence, and death. Hamlet discovers Claudius praying and draws his sword to kill him then and there; it is an opportunity for revenge/manly action which Hamlet chooses to forego. He has just had his uncle’s guilt confirmed at the Mousetrap play and has claimed that he is at last ready for action, but he does not act.
In his sixth soliloquy Hamlet decides that he must not kill Claudius at prayer, for the king might then go to heaven. Claudius took his brother in the midst of life with his final “audit” (3.3.82) in question. Hamlet chooses inaction over action; the moment becomes a major turning point for Hamlet’s values, just as killing Polonius will turn the plot toward its tragic end.

This desire for revenge not only on Claudius’ body, but also on his soul, prompted Eleanor Prosser to begin her investigation of the ethics of revenge in Renaissance drama, where she found “not one example of a noble revenger who sought the damnation of his victim, not one example of a play in which revenge was clearly portrayed as a moral duty.” Rather than excuse this awful motive as a convention of Elizabethan revenge tragedy, Prosser suggests that we accept our “contemporary moral response” of dismay. But it is only in the twentieth century that the revenge imperative appears ambiguous, Paul N. Siegel argues in his review essay on the issue: “For more than two centuries critics of Hamlet were in agreement that Hamlet is morally obligated to take revenge on Claudius.” It is the word “morally” that I question, as surely Saviolo would; in general the duel is about “courage, virtù, and the passionate heart,” as Honan, says. The standards for personal moral violence are very difficult; Laertes for example makes no pretense that his revenge is morally or socially acceptable (“both the worlds I give to negligence” [4.5.135]). The most convincing defenses of ethical revenge rest on the same providential case Saviolo makes, particularly in the face of corruption in the state. R. M. Frye argues: “the normal counsel is personal forbearance in the face of conflict with authority, but in the case of pursuing the public good, there may be moral obligation to act. A tyrant may justifiably be destroyed to restore divinely ordained order.” But to kill Claudius at this moment would reduce Hamlet to a “simple thug.” For Fredson Bowers, Hamlet’s goal should be to act as God’s minister, doing God’s work in the world, and “God will see to it that a proper opportunity is offered in some way that will keep him clear from crime, one which will preserve him to initiate a good rule in Denmark.” Hamlet does not wait for God to show him the way but presumes to make his own way. There is no overt evidence that Hamlet is seeking the public weal.

Of course the moment may also be about character. Coleridge supposes that the hesitation is “not from cowardice, for [Hamlet] is made one of the bravest of his time . . . but merely from that aversion to action, which prevails among such as have a world in themselves . . . . Shakespeare wished to impress on us the truth that action is the chief end of existence— that no faculties of intellect, however brilliant, can be considered valuable, or otherwise than as misfortune, if they withdraw us from or render us repugnant to action.” It is true enough that Hamlet’s justification for not acting seems contrived—he would be doing Claudius a favor by killing him, thus sending him to heaven.

What puzzles me even more is that the action is also unmanly: Bradley asks the Saviolo question, “Can it be right to do it, or noble to kill a defenseless man?” Or as Brucher observes: Shocked as we are to hear Hamlet senior describe the poison coursing through his body, we “desire to see the swift extermination of the murderer. Yet to see Hamlet stab a praying man in the back would be appalling.” But to imagine Hamlet calling out Claudius and challenging him to a duel is almost beyond imagination. Why? From Saviolo’s point of view, Hamlet is certainly aware that he is not free from personal emotion, simply seeking to administer providential justice, though in an odd twist he reinvents that role. Brucher argues that in the end Shakespeare courts ambivalence about the hero’s actions. Shakespeare problematizes dramatic violence, not letting us enjoy the fantasy of revenge nor escape the brutal moral failure of mimetic bloodshed: “In part, Hamlet builds on a simple but powerful conflict produced in the audience between desire for strong action and revulsion from violence . . . . On one level at least, the power of the play derives from the way Hamlet’s experience forces the audience to confront the squalor of violence, which becomes increasingly real and painful as the play progresses. Rather than indulging an audience’s fantasies about justice and heroic action, Hamlet offers and then denies the popular ways of resolving the conflicts inherent in ‘Murder most foul, as in the best it is.”

The prayer scene is certainly about something. I argue that Hamlet suffers physical and moral paralysis: both the choices are bad. If he stabs Claudius in the back, he is as cowardly as Claudius; if he challenges Claudius in his current overwrought state, he is a version of Laertes with his soul at risk. The duel is fantasy maleness which Hamlet has always been reluctant to pursue. But if he does nothing, that is also failure. As much as Hamlet is temporizing, I want to accept the speech as indicative of Hamlet’s disorientation.
Confronting the reality of “hot blood,” Hamlet is overwhelmed. He makes up a role for himself in which he can play providence, punisher of evil, disposer of souls—pretend that inaction is action, beginning the abdication of responsibility that alters his character. This decision opens the door to violent events Claudius will foster and even to Polonius’s victimization as Claudius’s surrogate. It is Hamlet who constructs providence here, not providence. Here his desperation for right behavior diminishes him. Ironically, inaction will become a means to agency for Hamlet. Moments later Hamlet kills Polonius without a thought. It is an act of anger and frustration, unjustifiable and unmanly: “And sometimes men . . . suffer themselves to bee carried awaie and overmastered too much with choler and rage . . . . takeheede that you suffer not yourselfe to bee blinded and carried awaie with rage and furie.” It is a strangely antiseptic moment with his victim unseen, the “hot blood” invisible. But Hamlet finds solace again in enacting God’s justice: “For this same lord,/ I do repent; but heaven hath pleas’d it so/ To punish me with this, and this with me,/ That I must be their scourge and minister” (3.4.172-75). Hamlet repents here and goes on to say that he expects to pay for this deed (“I will bestow him, will answer well/ The death I gave him,” 176-77). When Hamlet now invokes divine agency as his role, it rings hollow (God made me do it), reflecting Hamlet’s sense of guilt, of failure, and divesting himself of moral responsibility, the core greatness that has sustained our admiration and sympathy.

The final moments are about manliness expressed as violence willed by God. It has been Hamlet’s strength that he sought the “nobler” action, but that hope is subsumed into the quest for honorable action and “greatness.” On his way to England Hamlet learns of “a delicate and tender prince” (4.4.48), like himself, proving his character and potential leadership: “Rightly to be great! / Is not to stir without great argument,/ But greatly to find quarrel in a straw / When honor’s at the stake” (4.4.53-56; my emphasis). Greatness appears to require action rather than thought; it is no longer simply moral character, but the greatness of a public leadership role. Hamlet will return to England claiming to be “Hamlet the Dane” (5.1.258). That role must reinforce his divine sponsorship, for “such divinity doth hedge a king” (4.5.124). Hamlet is changing, I think tragically.

On his return from his excellent adventure Hamlet appears at peace “as everyone has seen.” This is, ironically, a peace of moral rectitude based on a sense that providence will manage affairs to his satisfaction. While “. . . nothing in the play prepares us for a religious conversion, yet Elizabethan pietists would not have been mystified for a moment,” argues Peter Iver Kaufman. Hamlet’s progress toward faith in providence, the ultimate assurance of one’s salvation, follows the pattern of the Calvinist’s doubt to faith, in Hamlet’s terms, from “rage to readiness.” Kaufman argues only for analogous behavior, asking us to accept Hamlet’s faith as authentic. My reservations concern the convenience of this faith for a man who has murdered. It is likely that the human sense of providence is always self-constructed to justify events in the world in a way acceptable to one’s sense of self. As Hamlet reports on his journey to England, he claims “There’s a divinity that shapes our ends,/ Rough-hew them how we will” (5.2.10-11). In a restlessness, he stole the commission of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern and discovered his death warrant. He is shocked, but writes a new commission asking that his “friends” be put to death, “Not shriving time allowed” (5.2.47), his intention to damn surfacing again. The new commission was sealed with a signet ring in his purse, “for even in that was heaven ordinant” (5.2.48), for carrying a memento of his father was the work of God. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, like Polonius, busy themselves with Hamlet’s affairs and “did make love to this employment” (5.2.57). If one is God, death and damnation are within one’s purview.

Horatio seems shocked at this news and turns the conversation to Claudius, against whom Hamlet says he is now ready to act:

He that kill’d my king and whor’d my mother,
Popp’d in between th’ election and my hopes,
Thrown out his angle for my proper life,
And with such coz’nage—is’t not perfect conscience
To quit him with this arm? And is’t not to be damn’d
To let this canker of our nature come
In further evil?

(5.2.64-70)
Killing Claudius is perfect conscience, but Hamlet adds in his own way, that not killing him would be damnable. This is Hamlet's frequent rhetoric of alternatives, here not opening a question, but closing it. Nonetheless, Hamlet dithers as events come to him. He has a bad feeling about the proposed fencing match, but dismisses the misgivings as "such a kind of gain-giving, as would perhaps trouble a woman" (5.2.215-16). It is time to be male. He refuses to back away from the match because "we [the royal plural!] defy augury. There is special providence in the fall of a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to come; if it be not to come, it will be now; if it be not now, yet it will come--the readiness is all" (5.2.219-22). The words, alternatives again, are perfect acquiescence to events, apparently as divinely willed. It is difficult for me to accept the stage littered with corpses as manifesting God's will.

In the end there is a swordfight. A good deal has been written about it, much of it on how the exchange of rapiers might be managed with authenticity.xli As a duel, critics suggest that it shows Hamlet's manly character. For Jackson, "The match in Hamlet not only carries out the plotlines to the play's conclusions but also vividly demonstrates Hamlet's strength of character once the treachery is revealed."xlii For Morsberger "In Hamlet the duel is a very theatrically effective way to resolve the action of the play, but it is more than that. It illustrates the nobility and generosity of Hamlet's character. Laertes' energetic action previously had been a foil to Hamlet's procrastination, but in the fencing scene the genuine nobility of Hamlet's soul shames the treachery of Laertes. The duel also gives Hamlet a chance to redeem himself from his delay; we finally see him in action, fighting instead of talking and planning."xliii Low finds the duel as duel ambiguous, unable through its ritualistic power to resolve Hamlet's issues. The end is a bloodbath and Horatio must still finish Hamlet's story.xliv

The scene is usually called a duel, but it seems to me a fencing match become a brawl. At no time do both men have equal weapons, there has been no challenge, and no overt cause is at stake. Hamlet's actions against Laertes are certainly self-defense, but we are hardly in the context of a fair fight. One man poisons another and that man poisons in turn. There is no honor and there are no winners. Like Low, I do not see that the ritualistic power of the duel realized. The rationale is that the ritual will prove character and resolve conflict—and for Saviolo achieve moral justice. As a ritual, the duel has a beginning, a middle, and an end—a winner and a loser, resolution. But here there are only losers, physically and morally. The swordfight thus reflects the tragedy itself in destruction and loss: mindless, chaotic, deadly.

"What a noble mind is here o'erthrown!" (3.1.150). Hamlet's descent into his own world begins in the prayer scene. He temporizes over his inaction in the only way that he can remain blameless. At the same time, presuming to enact the divine will is fundamentally blameworthy. As a model of vengeance, the duel ethos tries to justify violence as divine justice; it is the position Hamlet chooses for himself when his inaction / action (3.3, 3.4) make no sense. Embracing violence as the alternative to reason destroys Hamlet. When he chooses "to take arms against a sea of troubles," (3.1.58) events prove deadly for everyone. I do not mean that we lose sympathy for Hamlet who faces an insoluble moral dilemma of enacting the deed he wishes to punish. It is Shakespeare's great achievement that he creates tragedy, not from a weakness, but from the character's greatness. Hamlet's moral thoughtfulness becomes his downfall, creating the desperation that inexorably ends in death, his fall from greatness.
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